Tai Chi FAQs

1. What tai chi programs does CDC recommend? Are any manuals available for the programs?

Several studies published in recent years have made clear that exercise to reduce falls should be undertaken at least twice a week\(^1\) and that the style of tai chi is less important than the cumulative length of time this type of exercise is practiced\(^2,3\). Therefore, CDC no longer endorses a specific tai chi program. CDC now recommends taking a tai chi class that is tailored to the needs of older adults and is offered at least twice a week. Tai chi needs to be practiced for at least 50 hours to reduce fall risk.

For those interested in implementing a community tai chi program, the following tai chi programs can supply program manuals.

- Tai Chi: Moving for Better Balance (Contact Dr. Fuzhong Li at fuzhongl@ori.org)
- Tai Chi Fundamentals (Contact Tricia Yu at tyu@taichihealth.com)
- Tai Chi for Arthritis (Contact Dr. Paul Lam at service@taichiforhealthinstitute.org)


2. For Tai Chi: Moving for Better Balance (TCMBB), who can become a Master Trainer?

TCMBB is a specific tai chi program developed by Dr. Fuzhong Li at the Oregon Research Institute. Those who wish to become Master Trainers should contact Dr. Li: fuzhongl@ori.org.

3. Who can become a Tai Chi: Moving for Better Balance (TCMBB) instructor (as opposed to a Master Trainer)? Where do training sessions take place? Which instructors in the U.S. train TCMBB instructors other than Dr. Fuzhong Li?

Instructor training through YMCA.

In 2012, Dr. Fuzhong Li from the Oregon Research Institute served as a Master Trainer to the YMCA of the USA to train YMCA tai chi instructors to be YMCA “Faculty Trainers” in his 8-form
Tai Chi program, Moving for Better Balance.\textsuperscript{1,2} The YMCA of the USA promotes this program as the YMCA Moving for Better Balance Program (MBBP).

As of the end of 2012, there are 10 Faculty Trainers who have trained over 100 YMCA MBBP instructors serving 131 local YMCAs. The 10 YMCA Faculty Trainers continuously train YMCA-certified instructors to teach the YMCA MBBP. If you are interested in training instructors under the YMCA MBBP, please contact your local YMCA to begin the process. The local YMCA will connect with YMCA of the USA to request a Faculty Trainer to train instructors in their program.


**Recommended TCMBB Instructors for training of new TCMBB instructors.**

Suman Barkhas (Oregon) and Robert Nations (California) have both trained under Dr. Li, participated in CDC’s Violence and Injury Prevention Program Cooperative Agreement, and have trained TCMBB instructors. Mr. Barkhas and Mr. Nations can be contacted directly to serve as a trainer of new TCMBB instructors in your state or organization.

Suman Barkhas: sumanbarkhas1@gmail.com, cell phone: 541.515.0462
Robert Nations: Nations.robert@gmail.com

4. Should an instructor use the Mini Therapeutic Movements (MTM) for TCMBB classes offered under the CDC’s Violence and Injury Prevention Program Cooperative Agreement?

TCMBB instructors should learn Mini Therapeutic Movements (MTM) as defined by Dr. Fuzhong Li. CDC recommends instructors to incorporate MTMs during a class if participant demand exists, however instructors are not required to do so.